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Greetings, 
As committed, please find attached the WNI input for the December 14, 2021 public
meeting. We have worked to narrow and focus the agenda topics to coincide with the
time allotted and to fully understand the review schedule which is extremely
important. We thank you for processing this information. Please advise of any
questions. We look forward to meeting with the NRC staff and to working together to
resolve any remaining issues associated with the Split Rock site. 

Larry W. Camper

USNRC Senior Executive Service Retired
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NRC Public Meeting 

December 14, 2021

Agenda Topics 



1) Detailed discussion of the review schedule, to include: 

	a. Tribal Outreach

		1. What steps are involved in the Tribal Outreach process?

		2. Has the Staff commenced that process? If not, when will it commence?

		3. Can the process be expedited?

b. DOE and NRC Complete Public Land Management Implementation Actions and its footnote that identifies a BLM land transfer requirement. What is the BLM “land transfer requirement” referenced in the footnote?

2) Identification of a clear nexus to radiological consequences for environmental monitoring requirements (e.g. noxious weed control and range management surveys included in the DOE cost estimate are not appropriate/not sufficiently justified for the Split Rock LTMC). 

3) Technical issues related to DOE’s annualized cost estimate (e.g. time phasing of annualized costs rather than simple discounting of annualized costs).

4)Development of A SECY (will it happen) and if so, what is the nature of the SECY (e.g. focus on the marked increase in DOE proposed fee, any staff recommendation for a change in how the LTMC is calculated and why it should apply to the Split Rock site etc.).


